THE INFLUENCE  OF SCHOOLING
country children, though intelligent enough, are less ready
with verbal responses and are less familiar with the type
of material used in the intelligence test 2 And if the
decrease in intelligence is real, is it caused by lack of book-
learning, lack of vocabulary, lack of the stimuli to the
sharpening of wits which the town child finds, or is it
caused by the pull of towns taking away the more imagina-
tive and the mentally more alert ?
The results of Mr Gordon's experiments, showing as
they do a considerable influence of schooling on the Binet
LQ , would indicate that part of the difference is due to
that factor Country schools are, in general, less likely to
have as many books, or teachers with so much cultural
experience, as town schools, though here and there an
exceptional man or woman may prefer the peace of the
hills to the lectures and library books of the town. Many
country schools are small, and intellectual intercourse may
thereby be limited. The children live in smaller com-
munities or even in isolated farms, and converse but little
compared with their town cousins. All these things may
dull the intelligence either fundamentally and really, or
apparently and as misjudged by the academic mind-
But there is some reason to think that the selection
factor, the draining away of the talent of the countryside
to the towns, is even more important; and that the less
stimulating life of the farm is the cause of the phenomenon
not by actually producing a lower intelligence, as the tests
define it, but by repelling the more active minds. Both
in Yorkshire and in Northumberland experimental tests
have shown, not conclusively but at least suggestively, that
at a still greater distance from the town and out of the
immediate range of their attraction, a change in the
opposite direction sets in, and the average LQ. rises again,
though not to the level of the suburbs populated by the
successful members of the city.
In 1916-17 Miss M. E. Bickersteth tested individually
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